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5 Ways To 
Save Space 
in Your 
Hotel
Hotel space is often at a premium, 
and finding ways to increase your 
revenue per available room 
(RevPAR) can be a challenge. 
Smart hotel design includes 
multi-function space that can be 
utilized to meet guest needs in a 
variety of ways without 
compromising on design. 

Learn how you can increase your 
RevPAR easily and conveniently 
with Wall Beds.
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Turn meeting rooms 
into sleeping rooms

Meeting space at hotels is necessary, but can often go 
unused. Unbooked meeting rooms leave important 
revenue streams on the table. What if you could easily 
turn those unused meeting rooms into guest rooms? 
With Wall Beds easy to use murphy style beds, you 
can! Wall Beds are the hospitality industry’s best kept 
secret. But, we have grown to be one of the largest 
suppliers of murphy-style beds in the country. We are 
proud of the fact that our beds are used by several of 
the finest hotels and vacation resorts throughout the 
world.
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Add more guests 
per room

With Wall Beds, hotels can easily accommodate 
additional guests per room. Suites can handle larger 
groups and families, increasing your RevPAR 
conveniently. Guests can easily close the bed during 
the day to make full use of their common area. At 
night, they simply pull down the bed to allow for 
additional sleeping space. Bedding and pillows can be 
left on the bed while it’s closed, so guests do not have 
to make and unmake the bed every time. They and 
housekeepers are sure to appreciate having less work!
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Create multifunctional 
hospitality suites

Hospitality suites are a nice offering, unless they sit 
unused and empty. Imagine being able to quickly turn 
a hospitality suite into a guest room with little work. 
With one handed operation, it’s easy to pull a Wall 
Bed down or push it back up. When closed, they look 
like extra storage space and can beautifully accent 
rooms in a range of colors and finishes. 
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Increase storage 
without decreasing 
capacity

With the addition of side cabinetry, a Wall Bed can add 
additional storage to a guest room without 
compromising space. Options for additional storage 
can be designed with shelving, closets and drawers. 
Cabinetry can include doors for storage of extra 
pillows, linens and more or left open for side lamps 
and decor items. Our stylish, handcrafted beds come 
in many different options and can easily be designed 
to fit within your existing decor.
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Maximize room 
space

Your guests will enjoy the additional space that a Wall Bed 
option provides in their room. A sofa/wall bed unit 
provides for a large home-like family room by day, with 
plenty of space for guests to move around. At night, the 
bed easily pulls down over the sofa. Rooms could also be 
designed to accommodate working travelers, allowing for 
an office-like workspace by day and a sleeping room at 
night. 
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Your 
options 
are 
limitless

Wall Beds are available in a 
variety of designs or can be 

custom built to suit your 
specific needs. With any style 
or finish you choose, you will 

quickly see how Wall Beds 
help you optimize room 
capacity, enhance room 

functionality and generate 
more income! 

(877) 902-6711

To learn more about how Wall 
Beds can work for your hotel, 

contact us at (877) 902-6711 or 
sales@wallbedsmfg.com.
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